
WHEN DOWSING ENTERED MY LIFE. 

By Ren Ellett 

          Dowsing is the detection of the subtle energies of the earth, and  everything on it.  Radionics is 

the manipulation of those energies for the benefit of the earth and everything on it. 

     I got into dowsing in a round-about way.  About 25 years ago after reading Erich Von Daniken’s  

books on forbidden archaeology, books on political corruption, control of farming practices by big 

business, especially the oil industry, I was asking questions but getting nowhere, when one of my 

mentors said  why don’t you get into the occult.   

     At that time my wife and I were enjoying the company of a Bible history group, so the word occult 

didn’t go down too well, until I looked in a dictionary and found that the occult means the ‘hidden’ and 

that was the  start of my search for the truth. 

     I read books on dowsing, made myself a wooden pendulum and started asking questions about 

ancient NZ, UFOs and fertilizer for the farm, among other things. 

     It was about this time that answers to the stock health on the farm came in the form of a 

Taiwanese soil scientist who said in halting English that he could cure the bloat problem that had 

killed about 5% of  the herd every year, for the previous 30 years.  Bloat is when there is an 

imbalance of minerals in quickly grown grass causing fermentation and gas production in the cows 

stomach, which swells the cow and the pressure stops the heart.  I had tried everything known to 

dairy farmers from dosing water, moving them around and stranding them uphill and stabbing as a 

last resort.  The Taiwanese scientist, analysed the soil test and herbage tests and found the high 

concentration of iron and manganese was preventing the up-take of some of the trace elements.  By 

applying chelated trace elements in a liquid form, we were able to suppress the iron and manganese 

and stop the cows bloating, but also free up the vast amount of phosphate in the soil and slash the 

fertilizer bill. I was over the moon, and told other famers who said ‘my advisor says don’t go there!’  

The local fertiliser spreading business got quite hostile at the lack of business.  They must wonder 

when after 25 years we still don’t use them to apply phosphate. 

     When we cultivated one of the poorest paddocks for a crop of barley, I put my emerging dowsing 

skills to the test by making up a fertilizer mix of major and trace elements all in solid form.  The 

resulting crop was poor due to lack of rain, but the subsequent grass crop was luxuriant, thick, big 

leaves and great colour, and no bloat.  The next visit from our Taiwanese friend caught me using 

pendulum and his words were, ‘Well you don’t need me now that you have a pendulum.’ 

     The next milestone was reached when we joined The NZ Society of Dowsing and Radionics and 

met among other people the late Albino Gola, who taught  me to dowse natural earth energies and 

man-made radio and microwave energies referred to as ‘geopathic stress and electromagnetic 

energy’.  Albino taught the use of the rod in its various shapes and forms and how to recognise 

positive and negative Hartman and Currie lines and also cosmic lines.  

      On the subject of Cosmic lines.  There is a circular concrete cow yard with pipe rails at our milking 

shed.  There is a 12’ gate for the cows to enter and exit with a grated drain under the gate. Until they 

get used to walking over this, cows will jump over it or just refuse and have to be carried over.  We 

found a cosmic line over the yard and also removed the negative water spirit and lifted the curse.  

This was my introduction  to curses and I became aware of just how powerful our thought patterns 

are. 

     Using crystals to enhance or modify thought patterns has interested  me for some time, so after 

reading books by Michael G Smith on power rods, especially the tale about young people in an open 

topped car in Los Angeles, altering the traffic lights so that they had a clear through run.  I said this 

sounds like me.  The power rods are known as ‘Atlantean power rods’ or ‘sub-atomic particle 

generators’.  I started by projecting colours through the power rod to burn off warts, heal cuts, burns 

and broken bones and I knew it was working when the dog walked off as I approached and the cat 

just sat there with her tongue out. 



     Progress took another turn with our introduction of S.R.T over a 4 day course by the late Robert 

Detzler.  Spiritual Response Therapy, deals with past life issues that  we have brought with us into 

this life.  The most important part of this is not to get involved personally and to use spiritual help from 

your committee of spirit helpers.  The more you use them the more you get and ask them to deal with 

disincarnated entities, curses and negative thought forms.  It has been said that we dowsers can get  

rid of negative entities, demons and poltergeists before the priests can light their candles.  A friend 

who is an energy worker in Auckland, had a client who was troubled by things moving around the 

house.  Our friend advised the client to go home, sit down quietly, bring the poltergeist to mind, and to 

advise the spirit to look for the light and follow the light through the tunnel and find friends waiting.  

The client went homes, opened the door, and yelled ‘evil spirit be gone’ and the entity threw the 

laundry basket at  him.  After a concerned phone call from our friend and armed with a name and 

address, I removed 2 entities from the property while seated at my desk at home. 

     My committee seem to draft in extras when asked to do things other than S.R.T. related and so I 

asked then to use the energy created by the power rod to remove and dissolve for instance, arthritic 

crystals, flukes and worms and heavy metals. 

     In her book ‘The Cure For All Diseases’ Hulda Clark points out that to remove flukes worms and 

other parasites from the body, requires a different frequency for each variety and again different 

frequency for the breakdown of stones in the liver, kidney, pancreas and gall bladder.  From this book 

I made a list of all items to be worked on and set to work with the power rod and pendulum, and  my 

committee.  I asked if I had a particular parasite and if the answer was yes, I said please remove, and 

when pendulum stopped,  I moved to the next item.  I complete the list, slept soundly but woke with a 

blinding hangover which was helped by drinking lots of water.  I was amazed at the sulphur coloured 

seeds that came out of me. 

     This is a form of Radionics which works for me.  The power rod has no distance limit and spirit has 

the ability to use the energy created for the purpose required.  This method lends itself to the 

application  of nutrients to farm land, crops, horticulture or forestry. I have a fan chart showing the 

major nutrients requited for growth and the trace elements also required.  A map of the farm and 

paddocks is used for location and the questions asked, ‘does this paddock need any major elements 

for growing the most nutritious grass for cows, not the most grass or the best looking grass.  If the 

answer is yes, how many major and trace elements, please indicate on chart.  As each element is 

indicated, I give the instruction – Please administer.  All this time I have the power rod pointing in the 

direction indicated by the pendulum and have asked my committee to apply the correct amount of 

mineral to the grass or crop which is absorbed by the plants, just  as the chelated trace elements 

were applied all those years ago.  The rules for working with the land are the same a working with 

people.   First you must clear any negative energies that may distort your efforts, that is entities 

curses, negative thought forms and add one more, the spirit of greed. 

     The resulting balance of nutrients gives nutrient dense or as much nutrient as the plant can 

absorb.  This leads to calm stock and great tasting produce off this land.   Our son milks cows to 

provide fresh raw milk cream and yoghurt to people who come to the farm and one of the questions 

often asked ‘is it organic?’   Organic is only spray free, whereas the product of this form has the 

nutrients balanced for themost benefit and better absorption.   

     This would not be complete without mentioning one of the animals whose temperament and 

behaviour has changed on the nutrition.  Our Murray Grey bull, came to us as a 18 months old, and 

soon settled down as his predecessor did by coming up to get his back scratched.  There is an area 

between his shoulder blades that escapes him so the sight of a large mature bull with his head down 

between his front legs, giving off small bellows and  grunts as a man scrubs his back with both hands, 

an amazing sight for me.  My motto for dealing with bulls over my 50 years milking career is to carry a 

large stick and be prepared to carry it very quickly. 



    By providing the optimum conditions for plant health chewing insects that attack sick plants are 

kept to a minimum which means no insecticides are used on the pasture.  Coupled with the lack of 

chemical fertilizers there is a calmness on the farm that is noted by people who have this awareness.   

We have  hosted field days for the Dowsing Society on many occasions so that members can 

experience underground water, geopathic stress and protecting trees from noxious energies with a 

French Coil, plus all the other things found on land that has been formed for 150 years. 

     In conclusion I would like to add something that I have omitted by going from chelated trace 

element sprays straight to using radionics via a power rod, to fertilise the soil.  I refer to the use of 

paramagnetic rock as described by Alana Moore in her book ‘Stoneage Farming’.  Many thousands of 

years ago, the inhabitants of Great Britain built round towers, 20’ across and 40-50’ high, of 

paramagnetic rock over an appropriate energy, usually an upward rising vortex. The effect of this was 

to radiate the energy of the rock, which contains all the minerals for growth in the right proportions, 

out over the fields.  If any imbalance occurred, it was corrected by using a bag of the missing mineral 

hoisted to a predetermined height within the tower. This witness was removed when the Druid found 

everything balanced again. 

     Alana Moore in her book, describes how to build a minor round tower that she calls a ‘tower of 

power’ which is a length of plastic downpipe, filled with paramagnetic rock dust and placed over 

crossed energy lines, magnified by placing a quartz crystal on top of the rock dust.  Crystals can be 

selected by dowsing to  check whether their energy is suitable for power rods etc. 

     The NZ Society of Dowsing & Radionics has been active under various names since 1955.  While 

the methods and techniques have changed over the years and as people come and go, dowsing for 

water is still the main concern for people here.  Clean water, good food, a healthy environment, a 

healthy body and a stimulated mind are the subjects we cover at our meetings.  That leaves out just 

one thing and that is a divine connection, which I will cover by saying ‘May the God of your 

understanding go with you’. 
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